Abstract-A novel time-reversal subwavelength transmission technique, based on pulse shaping circuits (PSCs), is proposed. This technique removes the need for complex or electrically large electromagnetic structures by generating channel diversity via pulse shaping instead of angular spectrum transformation. It is shown that, compared to our previous time-reversal system based on chirped delay lines, the PSC approach offers greater flexibility and larger possible numbers of channels, i.e. ultimately higher transmission throughput. The PSC based time-reversal system is also demonstrated experimentally.
I. INTRODUCTION
Time reversal is an adaptive electromagnetic transmission technique with applications in many areas, such as for instance wireless communication, imaging and sensing [1] - [4] . A typical time-reversal system operates as follows. First, channel sounding signals are emitted from multiple sources. Next, the channel sounding signals are received by a time reversal mirror (TRM) and time reversed. Finally, the time-reversed signals are re-transmitted by the TRM. If the channel from the TRM to the sources is reciprocal, the time-reversed signals retrace the incoming path and focus to the location of the initial source.
Recent research has shown that time-reversal can lead to electromagnetic far-field sub-wavelength focusing, which represents a novel technique to overcome the Rayleigh-diffraction limit [5] . This unique mechanism has led to interesting applications in wireless sub-wavelength transmission and far-field super-resolution detection [6] - [8] . One approach to achieve time-reversal sub-wavelength focusing is to transform evanescent waves into propagating waves via appropriate manipulation of the angular spectrum of the involved electromagnetic waves. This has been done by placing randomly distributed metal scatterers in the near field of the sources [5] , [6] , [9] - [11] , or electromagnetically large multilayered dielectric structures in front of the TRM [7] . However, the approach is hardly reproducible [6] while the latter requires very bulky elements. Another approach to achieve time-reversal sub-wavelength focusing is based on Radio Analog Signal Processing (R-ASP), which consist in processing signals in real-time using purely analog component [12] - [15] .
In a previous work by some of the authors, time reversal sub-wavelength focusing was achieved using chirped delay lines (CDLs) [15] . This approach removes the need for complex and large electromagnetic structures while offering at the same time superior performance. In this communication, we introduce another technique to enhance time-reversal subwavelength transmission. This technique is based on analog pulse shaping circuits (PSCs), which are pulse shaping devices adding up multiple instances of the signal with different delays. Compared with [15] , the PSC approach offers the benefits of greater design flexibility and hence, ultimately, of higher throughput. The paper also provides an experimental validation of the technique.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II recalls the principle of time reversal, presents the proposed time-reversal system based on PSCs, and derives the corresponding autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions for the intended and non-intended signals, as well as the PSC condition for maximal channel discrimination. Section III defines a figure of merit for time-reversal systems, provides close-form expression for the figures of merit of PSC and CDL based systems, and demonstrates that the former is superior to the latter. Section IV presents an experimental validation of the PSC based system. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.
II. CHANNEL DISCRIMINATION ENHANCEMENT USING PULSE SHAPING CIRCUITS (PSCS)
A wireless time-reversal system consists of a time-reversal transmitter and of a number of receivers, which may be placed at sub-wavelength distances from each other. If the distance between adjacent receivers is much less than the wavelength at the operation frequency, the system suffers from low spatial diversity, which leads to poor discrimination between the received signals. In order to solve this problem, we use here pulse shaping circuits (PSCs) with different impulse responses in each of the receivers, as shown in Fig. 1 . These PCSs increase the channel diversity for each receiver and hence enhance the throughput and reliability of the wireless system.
Receiver k generates the channel sounding signal s(t), passes it through PSC k, whose impulse response is h P k (t) ('P' stands for PSC) for pre-processing. The pre-processed signal, is then radiated by antenna k. The time-reversal transmitter receives this signal, that has traveled across the space channel, with impulse response h s k (t) ('s' stands for 'space'). The received signal is then
where ' * ' denotes the convolution product. The transmitter time-reverses this signal, and transmits the resulting signal through its antenna. The subsequently received signal by the k th receiver, to which it is destined, is
where c
has been identified as the auto-correlation of h P k (t), while the signal received by the l th (l = k) receiver, to which it is not destined, is
has been identified as the cross-correlation of h P k (t) and h P l (t). Since the the spatial channel responses h s k (t) and h s l (t) are highly correlated in a sub-wavelength array [15] , the following approximation can be made:
so that the difference between f P k (t) and f P l (t) is entirely contained in c P k,k (t) and c P k,l (t), and specifically consists in the difference between h P k (t) and h P l (t). The impulse responses h P k (t) and h P l (t) may be produced by digital signal processing (DSP) or analog signal processing (ASP). However, DSP suffers from limited speed and high power consumption due to analog-digital/digital-analog converters. Therefore, we choose here R-ASP technology [12] , and specifically PSCs, which will be demonstrated to be superior to CDLs [15] . Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the PSC of the k th receiver. The PSC consists of three blocks: 1) an input 1:M power splitter, which divides the input pulse into M identical pulses; 2) a delay block, consisting of M delay lines which each delay the i th pulse by ∆τ ki (i = 1, 2, . . . , M ) and has a magnitude coefficient of a ki ; 3) an output M :1 power combiner, which adds up the delayed pulses into a single signal. The transfer function of the k th PSC is thus
The transfer function of the PSC is controlled by two variable sets, the magnitude coefficient set {a ki } and the time delay {∆τ ki } of each line. Here, all the magnitude coefficients are assumed to be equal, (6) and therefore the impulse response of PSC is simply
Moreover, in order to facilitate the forthcoming analysis, we arrange the delay lines such that
As previously mentioned, the level of discrimination between f P k (t) and f P l (t) depends on the degree of dissimilarity between c P k,k (t) and c P k,l (t). Substituting (7) into (3) and using the even property of the Dirac delta function yields
and By definition of the auto-correlation, c P k,k (t) reaches its peak (maximum) at t = 0. Consider the cross-correlation, c
where C kl is independent of i, j, ∀k, l, then
(11) In this case, comparison with (9a) indicates that the peak of c k,l (t) will be as high as the peak of c k,k (t) 1 , which means that h P k (t) and h P l (t) are fully correlated, and that there is therefore no channel discrimination. If, in contrast,
the maxima in the first term of (9b) are completely spread out in time (all the terms contribute different times), then this first term is much smaller than the first term in (9a) and therefore h P k (t) and h P l (t) are minimally correlated, which leads to maximal channel discrimination.
III. COMPARISON BETWEEN PSC AND CDL BASED TIME-REVERSAL SYSTEMS

A. Comparative Figure of Merit (FOM)
For comparing the PSC and DCL time-reversal approaches, one must establish a proper comparison basis. This basis will be provided here by the derivation of a transmission figure of merit.
The PSC and DCL systems will be both assumed to use as the information carrier signal, s(t), the Gaussian pulse
where T 0 is the full time width at half maximum and ω 0 is the modulated pulse frequency of the pulse. Typical modulation schemes based on this pulse could be on-off keying (OOK) or pulse position modulation (PPM). According to (3), the signals detected by the k th and l th receivers generally read, using s(t) = g(t) and the even property of g(t),
and
where the superscript 'T' stands for either PSC or CDL. We may then define the transmission figure of merit, at the transmission maximum, as
This quantity measures the level of power discrimination between the destined and non-destined signals.
B. PSC FOM
Under the minimum correlation condition (12), Eqs. (14b) and (14d) become, for the PSC case,
Assuming T 0 < ∆τ i (no overlap between adjacent bit pulses), the PSC figure of merit is found, by inserting (16) into (15), as
C. CDL FOM
In the CDL case, maximal channel discrimination is achieved when the channels have opposite opposite group delay slopes [15] . Since the CDL slopes must be equal in magnitude, for proper signal retrieval, the CDL system is inherently limited to two channels.
According to [16] , [17] , Eqs. (14b) and (14d) become, for the CDL case,
where σ is the CDL group delay slope, and 'C' stands for 'CDL'.
The corresponding figure of merit is
D.
Comparison Figure 3 provides a graphical comparison between the PSC and CDL systems, for typical microwave values of σ [18] . This figure assumes equal durations for the seed sounding pulses, T 0 = 0.1 ns, and for the pre-processed sounding pulses, T m = 1.5 ns, for the two systems, as shown in Fig. 4 , meaning that the time-expansion is of T m − T 0 = 1.4 ns for both cases. This assumption ensures equal throughput for the two systems. The 1.4 ns expansion corresponds to σ 1 = 0.04 ns in the CDL system, indicated in Figure 3 and shown in the same figure to correspond to a figure of merit of F C = 8. Under the aforementioned identical pulse durations, the PSC based system with M = 4 provides a figure of merit of F C = 16, and is therefore 3 dB superior to the CDL based system. In addition, Fig. 5 shows that the transmitted pulse duration of the CDL based system is about three times larger than that of the PSC based system, since the pulse duration must include both the auto-correlation crosscorrelation signals to avoid excessive cross-correlation energy that may result from overlapping adjacent bits, indicating that the throughput of the latter is three times larger. One may boost the CDL figure of merit to 16 (level of the PSC ) by increasing σ to σ 2 = 0.08. However, the resulting transmitted pulse duration is then further increased, to 6 ns, which is four times the duration of the PSC transmitted pulse duration, and corresponds therefore to a four times smaller throughput. The PSC based system is thus superior to the CDL based system in microwave technology. And in case higherresolution CDL system could be engineered, the PSC could maintain its superiority by simply using more delay lines. two receivers receive the signal using UWB antennas, shown in Fig. 7 (b) (similar to those of the transmitter), incorporate the PSCs shown in Fig. 7(c) for pulse shaping, and are connected to a digital serial analyzer (Tektronix DSA72004B) for data analysis. The distance between two adjacent receiving antennas is 10 mm, which is far less than the wavelength of the operation: f = 6.5 to 3.5 GHz → λ 0 = 46 to 86 mm → d = λ 0 /46 to λ 0 /86. The PSCs [ Fig. ? ?] are built as follows. An input 1:4 power splitter (DC to 8 GHz operation frequency range) splits the input pulse into four identical pulses. The same device is used as the output 4:1 power combiner to sum up the delayed pulses. The delay block consists of 4 delay lines of different lengths selected so as to maximize channel discrimination according to (12) . The delay times of the delay lines satisfy the conditions ∆τ k,i+1 − ∆τ k,i = 0.9 ns and ∆τ l,i+1 − ∆τ l,i = 0.3 ns. The same equivalent channel sounding method, based on channel reciprocity, as in [15] , [19] , is used in the calibration phase, where the sounding signals are actually generated by the transmitter and measured by the receivers, for simplicity. The experimental procedure is as follows: 1) generate the channel sounding pulse, using the arbitrary wave generator, and transmit it with the time-reversal transmitter; 2) record the signals received by the receiving antennas using the digital serial analyzer, flip them and numerically modulate them using a computer; 3) transmit the modulated time-reversed signals from the time-reversal transmitter and record the signals received by both the target antenna and the non-target antenna. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8 . Thanks to the PSCs, the waveform of the signal received by the target receiver is much higher and essentially identical to the transmitted one (not shown) while the signal received by the nontarget receiver has a totally different waveform and is spread out in time with much lower temporal power density.
IV. EXPERIMENT DEMONSTRATION
For comparison, the same experiment is carried out without PSCs. The results are shown in Fig. 9 . In this case, as expected, the waveform of the signal received by the target receiver has lost its target features and is comparable to that received by the non-target receiver.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A novel approach to enhance time-reversal subwavelength transmission based on R-ASP PSCs has been proposed, theoretically derived and experimentally validated. The PSC approach has been demonstrated to be superior to the CDL approach previously reported by some of the authors.
Due to their inherent analog nature and high performance characteristics, PSC based time-reversal sub-wavelength transmission system may find wide applications in compact MIMO and high resolution imaging.
